Labor Management

Provides the management of labor skills as well as the planning and tracking of labor

Overview

The work force is a critical aspect of any manufacturing operation. It’s necessary to organize employees into teams, manage their work calendar, track their skills, and ensure that only qualified personnel perform certain tasks. Furthermore, it’s necessary to provide tools to facilitate the communication of information from one shift to the next.

The Labor Management module provides features to support for the management of employees, the tracking of certifications and qualifications, shift planning as well as it includes a shift logbook to pass information between shifts.
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Key Features

- Management of the Employee Qualifications and Certifications.
- Capability to define that Qualifications and Certifications expire after a certain time interval, so that the Qualification or Certification need to be renewed.
- Ability to define minimum Certification requirements and automatic assignment of Employees to that Certification when they meet those requirements.
- Capability to enforce Certifications when performing operations on a given Resource, Step or Product.
- Capability to enforce Certifications when performing a certain Maintenance Activity.
- Creation and management of Shift Plans. A Shift Plan defines the workgroup personnel requirements and supports the distribution of personnel according to the personnel certifications.
- Capability to generate and manage team and individual Employee Calendars.
- Support for Employee attendance (at the factory).
- Support for Check-In / Check-Out to and from the Equipment or to a Maintenance Activity to track the activity of the different Employees.
- Provision of a Shift Logbook per Area for exchanging information between shifts.
- Integration with the Costing module for both Material and Maintenance Activity cost calculations.
- Integration with the Scheduling module for labor scheduling.
- Support for Trainees who require the supervision of a senior Supervisor to perform some Resource and Material operations.
- Improved work force management
- Improved work force planning and scheduling
- Improved shift-to-shift communication
- Improved regulatory compliance

Benefits

- Improved work force management
- Improved work force planning and scheduling
- Improved shift-to-shift communication
- Improved regulatory compliance
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